Abstract: Methylation-prone CpG dinucleotides are strongly conserved in the germline, yet are also predisposed to somatic mutation. Here we quantify the relationship between germline codon mutability and somatic carcinogenesis by comparing usage of the nonsenseKeywords: nonsense mutations, stop codons, molecular evolution, apoptotic resistance, teratogenesis, carcinogenesis prone CGA (→TGA) codons in gene groups that differ in apoptotic function; to this end, suppressor genes were subclassified as either apoptotic (gatekeepers) or repair (caretakers). Mutations affecting CGA codons in sporadic tumors proved to be highly asymmetric. Moreover, nonsense mutations were 3-fold more likely to affect gatekeepers than caretakers. In addition, intragenic CGA clustering nonrandomly affected functionally critical regions of gatekeepers. We conclude that human gatekeeper suppressor genes are enriched for nonsense-prone codons, and submit that this germline vulnerability to tumors could reflect in utero selection for a methylationdependent capability to short-circuit environmental insults that otherwise trigger apoptosis and fetal loss.
Introduction
The 'fifth base' of DNA, 5-methylcytosine, functions as an endogenous mutagen, increasing mutation frequency (C→T, and cross-strand G→A) more than 10-fold. 1 The asymmetry of such mutations in human tumors 2 is not attributable to transcription-coupled repair, translational efficiency, or the Hill-Robertson effect, suggesting that the high frequency of methyl-CpG mutation in cancer-causing genes 3 reflects selection. The existence of such tumorigenic mutational hotspots raises the question as to why such CpG-containing codons are not evolutionarily purged. 4 One illustration of CpG non-suppression relates to codons for arginine, which are encoded either by methylation-prone CGN trinucleotides or by more stable AGG/AGA codons. The most drastic CGN mutation is the creation of a nonsense codon via single-step deamination of methyl-CGA to TGA 5 (see Fig. 1 ). Hence, the distribution of CGA codons-identified by Cusack et al as a 'fragile' (nonsense-prone) codon uncommon in single-exon genes 6 -could help to explain why mutable CpG sites are conserved in the germline.
We previously reported that the 2 main subclasses of tumor suppressor genes-DNA repair-type 'caretaker' genes, and pro-apoptotic 'gatekeeper' genes-differ in their phylogenetic behavior: caretakers evolve faster and are more CpG-suppressed than gatekeepers, implying that methylation-dependent mutability is evolutionarily advantageous for repair genes exposed to damage in the male germline. 7 A similar defensive role has been proposed for the evolution of DNA methylation. 8 Although germline mutation is less well tolerated for gatekeepers than for caretakers, mutation during somatic tumorigenesis is more frequent for gatekeepers, 7 with ∼50% such mutations arising from methyl-CpG mutation. 9 Furthermore, many carcinogenetic errors in gatekeeping genes like APC are nonsense mutations, 10, 11 consistent with a crucial role for loss of apoptosis in tumors.
Apoptosis also underlies the pattern-forming activities of embryogenesis, however. Environmental threats to the fetus include teratogenic exposures such as hyperthermia, xenobiotics or oxidative damage, 12, 13 any of which may drive apoptosis 14, 15 and thus cause birth defects such as limb truncations or microphthalmia. 16 Such teratogen-induced apoptosis is mediated by gatekeeper genes like TP53, 17 and may be prevented by DNA methylation. 18 Low-level exposure to pro-apoptotic teratogens could trigger a negative-feedback inhibition of embryonic gatekeeper gene function, whether via promoter methylation, nonsense-mediated mRNA decay, or methylation-dependent point mutation, limiting teratogenesis. 15 Here we examine the relation between germline CpG retention and somatic mutation by assessing the conservation of CGA codon patterns in gatekeepers and non-apoptotic genes.
Materials and Methods

Biostatistical database analyses
Listings of human cancer-related genes were created using classifications of viral oncogenes and familial cancer genes 7 (Supplemental Table S1 ). Databases were compared in terms of nucleotide composition (GC%), intragenic CpG sites, and stop codon frequencies using ClustalW for alignment of humanmouse orthologs and CodonW for codon pattern analysis. Scripts were written in PERL 5.8.6. Human and mouse reference sequences were downloaded from NCBI Entrez Gene (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih. gov/Entrez/Gene), and mutation data from the Human Gene Mutation Database. A variety of packages from R 2.14.1 (http://www.r-project.org) were used for statistical analysis, including coin, biomaRt, GeneR and nlmc. For analysis of multiple splicing forms, the longest coding sequence was used; mono-and dinucleotide composition was assessed using Perl scripts and/or the GeneR package in R2.14.1. Comparison of mutations in tumors was based on the Cancer Genome Anatomy Project Cancer Gene Census (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/genetics/CGP/Census). 19, 20 Frame-dependent dinucleotide composition and asymmetries were analyzed using GeneR. For the analyses of 5′ and 3′ untranslated regions (UTR), reference sequences were downloaded from ENSEMBL (Release 52) using R package Biomart (http://www.rproject.org and http://bioconductor.org).
Biomathematical calculations
We derived a model to quantify the asymmetry of DNA mutations between 2 DNA strands. The model is a binomial distribution; ie, for the total of n mutations at the same double-stranded nucleotide sitewhich by definition will have a probability of 0.5 if symmetric-if we observe x mutations of n total mutations in 1 strand, then:
However, for tests of m codons, we need a DunnŠidák correction, such that: Our analysis also sought to quantify the extent to which nonsense-prone codons are localized towards the 5′ or 3′ sense strand, corresponding to the N-terminus or C-terminus of the peptide encoded, implying greater or lesser phenotypic effects, respectively, in the event of a nonsense mutation.
For the frequency of a selected codon f, for observed first position w, the first codon generally is fixed, such as ATG or GTG, such that we have a geometric distribution, 
Codon cluster analysis
For codon cluster analysis, we calculated a negative binomial distribution cumulative mass function:
where K is the number of total codons-2; k, total number of given codons; X, the distance of adjacent given codons in codon number. The positions of selected codons were computed sequentially, with a critical value set as defined above, where u = the total selected codons in the gene of interest, such that for distance d, d , Y c , a cluster is defined. This can be completed recursively, so that we generated pseudo-codes according to the following steps: (1) compute selected codon frequency, f = k/K; (2) compute codon positions; (3) set critical distance value; (4) recursively compute cluster with this critical value; (5) plot such clusters.
Nonsense mutations in cancer gene census, and phylogenomics of nonsense-prone codons
We downloaded the cancer gene census (http://www. sanger.ac.uk/genetics/CGP/Census/, dataset version updated on March 15 2012) and the cancer encyclopedia (947 cell lines). 21 From the public database of whole-genome sequencing, and open reading frames therein, we computed codon usage for the nonsenseprone codons using the Biomart database with R statistical computing (http://www.r-project.org and http:// bioconductor.org), based on the most up-to-date data of 29 mammals. 22 We aligned these nonsense-prone codons in the above dataset, and computed the cluster pattern. For loss of function analysis in mouse genes, we mined data from the mouse genome informatics database.
Results
Asymmetric pattern of codons predisposing to nonsense mutation in a single step Next-generation sequencing technologies have enabled population genetic information to be available at the whole-genome level, making it possible to visualize nonsense mutation patterns using the depicted graph model of the full repertoire (Fig. 2) based on 1000-genome data. 23 Among the total of 559 nonsense mutations, 206 (36.85%) mutants were G to A; eg, TGG to either TGA or TAG; it is thus possible to quantify the asymmetry of TGG-associated nonsense mutations using this approach. Hence, of the 64 codons in the human genes, 18 can mutate to nonsense mutations with in a single step; 6, 24 there are 23 nonsense trajectories so defined, including 7 codons mutable to TAA (the ancestral stop codon) and 8 codons each for TGA or TAG. The asymmetry of this layer derives from the dual trajectories of synonymous stop codon mutations to TAA (ie, TGA to TAA, and TAG to TAA), as compared to only 1 path towards either TGA or TAG (Fig. 2, dotted lines) . Moreover, of the 18 nonsense prone codons, 9 (with 10 paths) arise from the first codon position, including 3 trajectories with methylation-related codons (CGA, CAG and CAA); 5 codons with 6 paths arise from the second codon position, including 1 methylation-related codon path (TGG to TAG); while 5 codons with 7 paths arise from the third codon position, including one methylation related codon (TGG to TGA). Interestingly, the codon TGG, which encodes tryptophan, is susceptible to both second-and third-codon position nonsense mutations; in addition, if the broader 'methylation' view is considered (ie, rather than CpG only), we note that the antisense strand of the TGG codon is also predisposed to methylation-related nonsense mutation, whereas CGA, CAG, and CAA are nonsense-prone only on the sense strand. Accordingly, we submit that this asymmetry of nonsense-propensity could link codon methylation and transcription.
Phylogenetic correlations between stop codon and nonsense-prone codon frequency
A positive correlation exists between species-specific genome GC content and TGA stop codon frequency, as well as a negative correlation with TAA stop codon frequency (Supplemental Fig. 1 ). There is a similarly strong correlation between species-specific CGA and TGA codon contents ( Fig. 3 ; P = 0.013). These findings support the view that TGA stop codons arise by single-stranded methyl-CGA deamination events (ie, predominating in lightly-methylated genomes TTA   TTG   GAA   TAT  AAT   ATT   GAT   TTT  AAA  GTT   ATG  GTC  ACC  TCC  AGC  CAG  CTG  GAG  GAC  AAC   TAC  ATC  TTC   GTG  CGC  GCG  ACG  TCG  CCG  CAC  CTC  GGC  TGC  CGT  CGA  TGA   TAA   TAG  TGG   GGG  CCC  CGG ; Table 2 ). Comparing the frequency of CGA→TGA mutations affecting the 2 main classes of tumor suppressor genes, the pro-repair caretakers (141 CGA codons of 19 genes) and the proapoptotic gatekeepers (181 CGA codons of 35 genes), greater selection pressure for nonsense mutations is evident for gatekeepers (119 mutated versus 52 nonmutated) relative to caretakers (57 mutated versus 79 non-mutated; χ-square = 23.7, P = 1.6 × 10
−6
). This represents a 3-fold higher risk of such mutations in gatekeeper than in caretaker genes (OR = 3.172, 95% CI 1.98-5.082; P , 0.0003, using Pearson's χ-square = 13.35, with Yates continuity correction).
Nonrandom spatial intragenic clustering of nonsense-prone codons in gatekeeper genes
The canonical gatekeeper suppressor gene TP53 exhibits an inverse relationship between the amino acid site-specificity of sporadic carcinogenic mutations and evolutionary rate (Supplemental Fig. 2 ). As shown in Supplemental Table 2 , TP53 also contains 4 CGA sites at positions 196, 213, 306, 342, the P value of the 196/213 cluster being 0.0175; whereas for the 306/342 cluster, P = 0.0575. Moreover, for all 4 CGA codons, the calculated probability is still significant, P = 0.0699; similarly, for all 3 CGG sites, P = 0.0101. In contrast, for the 3 AGA sites, P = 0.2361, while for the 2 closest sites, P = 0.1104. Again, for the 3 AGG sites, no pair of sites reached significant levels of clustering (P = 0.1849; P = 0.1204, respectively). These results confirm that CGN clustering, unlike arginine clustering per se, has a nonrandom (selectable) significance.
We also note that CpG-containing arginine codons (CGN) tend to be localized to the central or 3′ end of the TP53 gene (cf. NCG codons, situated mainly in the 5′ region). CGG codons, which typically give rise to missense mutations, cluster in the 3′ end of the DNA-binding domain where they are bounded by the 2 CGA clusters. This CpG microanatomy suggests 3 broad categories of pre-programmed methylationdependent mutation: C-terminal deletions affecting the oligomerization/RUNT domains, 3′ DBD missense mutations, or more drastic 5′ DBD deletions (this result agrees with that of Yang et al, who reported that missense mutations are more common within essential tumor suppressor gene domains, whereas nonsense mutations cluster in linked regions). 25 Our statistical analysis confirms that these nonsense-prone codons correlate to calpain or caspase cleavage sites; hence, as an extension of the Anfinsen dogma, we infer that protein folding and degradation information are primarily encoded in the codon (ie, nucleotide) sequence rather than amino acid sequence; the N-end (protein cleavage and degradation) rule thus reflects a direct link between genetic and epigenetic information. The nonrandom arrangement of CGA codon clusters in a further sample of gatekeeper genes (RB1, NF1, and HPRT2) are illustrated in Supplemental Figure 3 . The difference between the intragenic topography of these CGN codons and their AGA/AGG equivalents is detailed for the RB1 gene in Supplemental Table 3 . Both the frequency of clustering and the statistical significance of the clustering is greater for CGN than for AGN codons. The frequency of clustered codons is 13/16 (81%) for CGA, 2/4 (50%) for CGG, 6/13 (46%) for AGA, and 2/6 (33%) for AGG; of these clusters, 100% were significant for CGA and CGG, but only 33% for AGA.
Discussion
Our study shows that pro-apoptotic gatekeepers are more often mutated in adult-onset tumors than are repair-style caretakers, and that this somatic mutability correlates with an abundance of hypermutable CpG-containing codons that selectively predispose to protein-truncating nonsense mutations. Why should such an apparently maladaptive vulnerability remain conserved within pro-apoptotic genes despite availability of more stable codons? Teratogenic drugs like thalidomide, retinoids and methotrexate all have established anti-cancer utility, reflecting their ability to enhance apoptosis, whereas apoptosis is reduced via epigenetic repression of pro-apoptotic tumor suppressor genes 26 by carcinogens (eg, from smoking) as well as by DNA-damaging heavy metal poisoning 27 or oxygen radicals. 28 Teratogens like diethylstilbestrol -a tumorilytic (pro-apoptotic) drug which, like decitabine and retinoids, 29 triggers initial genomic hypomethylation -could thus select for an abundance of methylation-induced gatekeeper (epi) mutations in utero 30 with the long-term result of adult tumors like vaginal clear cell carcinoma supervening. 31 Stress-induced mutagenesis is an incompletely understood evolutionary process that benefits fitness. 32, 33 Our study supports the latter view by suggesting that CpG sites may act as methylation-sensitive 'sensors' of microenvironmental threats in utero, while also acting as effectors of transcriptional repression (in the case of CpG island methylation and/or nonsensemediated mRNA decay). Given that germline gatekeepers are highly conserved relative to caretakers, it is surprising to note that somatic nonsense mutations occur more often than missense mutations in gatekeepers. These results suggest that CGA is conserved in gatekeepers as a 'conditional stop' signal that protects developing embryos from excessive apoptosis and miscarriage, while simultaneously predisposing ageing adults to cancer. Since gatekeeper promoter methylation is a common response to DNA damage in adult tissues 26 that increases mutability of intragenic methyl-CpG sites by reducing transcription and repair, we submit that noxious insults in utero could select for such methylation-dependent mutability.
This study confirms for the first time that epigenetic modification potential-whether germline or somatic-is encoded within the germline DNA sequence, thus raising central questions as to mechanisms of synonymous germline codon sequence conservation. To this end we have initiated new work using synonymous CpG-variable codon constructs in vivo to test the somatic and carcinogenetic consequences predicted by our findings here.
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